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BOULDER TV
Repeater's
REPEATER
June, 2019
2ed Edition

Jim Andrews, KH6HTV, editor - kh6htv@arrl.net

REPEATER STATUS:

The TV repeater is again

functioning normally.
Both Don and Jim are now streaming the TV repeater's
weekly, Thursday afternoon, ATV nets over the BATC
server (https://batc.org.uk/live/ ) under the call signs
N0YE and KH6HTV-TVR. Details about the repeater
are available on our web site: www.kh6htv.com AN43 gives all the technical details. If you have any
questions about the current operations or status of the
repeater, contact either Jim, KH6HTV or the assistant.
trustee, Don, N0YE.
ATV Net:
The Boulder ATV group meets every
week on Thursday afternoons for an informal A/V net.
The net starts at 3 pm local time and usually runs for 1
to 1 1/2 hours. There is usually a DVD playing a travel video both preceding and
following the net for about 1/2 to 1 hour. The net uses the Boulder ATV repeater in all
modes. The net is called initially and uses as our audio intercom the BCARES,
Gunbarrel Hill, 2 meter, FM voice repeater. (146.76MHz, - offset, 100 Hz PL tone
required ). When checking in tell Don, net control, the band and mode you want to use
for your video input. Don will then configure the repeater accordingly. The repeater
accepts DVB-T signals on either 23cm (1243 MHz) or 70cm (441 MHz) with 6 MHz
bandwidth. The repeater can also receive analog TV on either 23cm (FM-TV on 1247
MHz) or 70cm (VUSB-TV on 439.25 MHz). The repeater typically operates in the
digital output mode with DVB-T on 423MHz, 6 MHz bandwidth. It is also capable of
outputting in analog mode, VUSB-TV on 421.25MHz, but is rarely used in this mode.
In the stand-by mode, the repeater is configured to receive 23cm DVB-T and output
70cm DVB-T.

Future Newsletters: If you have contributions for future newsletters, please send
them to me. Jim Andrews, KH6HTV, email = kh6htv@arrl.net
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Other USA - ATV Repeater Streams, live via BATC
Silicon Valley, CA --- K6BEN https://batc.org.uk/live/k6ben ATV net every Wednesday evening at 8:30 Pacific time, web site = www.k6ben.com Analog TV repeater located on Loma Prieta (3,864ft). Inputs on 1255 & 910MHz. Output on Ch 58, 427.25MHz.
Bay Area, CA --- W6CX https://batc.org.uk/live/w6cxatv
web site = http://www.mdarc.org/ TV repeater located on Mt. Diablo (?? ft), Inputs 1292.5 DVB-S & 1270 FM.
Output = 1244.5 DVB-S
Southern California --- W6ATN -- Amateur Television Network (ATN)
https://batc.org.uk/live/w6atn from Santiago Peak, major ATN hub, also
https://batc.org.uk/live/wb9kmoatn ATN Santa Barbara. ATN weekly nets on Tuesday
evenings at 7:30pm Pacific time. web site = http://atn-tv.org
Arizona
--- W7ATN Arizona branch of ATN.
https://batc.org.uk/live/w7atn
https://batc.org.uk/live/w7atnmesa
https://batc.org.uk/live/W7ATNPhoenix
https://batc.org.uk/live/w7atntucson
ATN-AZ nets Sunday & Wednesday evenings at
7pm Arizona time. Tuesday nights at 7:30pm Pacific time, they link to the ATN-CA net
Oregon ----W7AMQ,Oregon ATV Assoc., Portland, OR https://batc.org.uk/live/w7amq
Ohio -- WR8ATV -- ATCO, Columbus, Ohio. https://batc.org.uk/live/wr8atv
weekly net Tuesday evenings at 9 pm EDT/ET. Streaming starts at 8:30pm
Oceanside, CA --- KD6ILO https://batc.org.uk/live/kd6ilor
ATV Streams via You Tube (tnx to Mario, KD6ILO)
(note: many of these are NOT live, but previous recordings of nets)
W6ATN - Southern California:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ca96jG3KGng
W8BI - DARA, Dayton, Ohio
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SBEi2YMsCCY
WW7ATS -- Seattle, Washington
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TgzfxW29J7Y&feature=youtu.be
KD6ILO -- San Diego, California
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCN82R2qS6NSflQJqQ87qW-A/live

ATV
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HDMI SWITCH -- GOOD NEWS !
The present configuration of the Boulder DATV Repeater has a major defect due to the
HDMI switch used. When the current repeater was completely redesigned and rebuilt in
2016, a major issue that had to be dealt with was how to switch between the various
HDMI sources. A key limitation was the necessity to not spend a kilobuck (>$1K), or
more, for a professional quality switch. A google search came up with lots of choices.
The $25 Monoprice model 8203 switch I ended up using was a severe compromise. The
major issue was when switching between sources, there was a drop-out in providing a
valid HDMI output. The net result was the Hi-Des HV-100EH modulator would lose
HDMI lock and take about 10+ seconds to reacquire lock. Thus, when we switched the
TV repeater between the incoming TV signal and the locally generated video ID slide
show, there was an unacceptable interrupt in the outgoing TV image from the repeater.
This old HDMI switch was documented in my application note, AN-30B (Aug, 2016).
Don, N0YE, and I think I have finally found a good solution to our HDMI switch
headache. A recent google search for HDMI switches turned up literally hundreds of
product offerings on Amazon alone, let alone searching E-Bay, etc. One in particular
caught my attention. It was actually an HDMI Quad Viewer, which incidentally can also
be used as a switch when used in the single input display mode. The added advantage to
this particular unit was that it also included RS-232 interface control. A real big plus for
integrating it into a computer controlled DATV repeater. This meant no "hacking" required of either the switch's front panel controls, or the remote control. The unit I found
was the OREI model HD-401MR, sold for $100 on Amazon Prime (free shipping). Or for
$90 direct, with free shipping, from OREI in Skokie, IL ( www.orei.com ) Note: O-REI
is NOT the outdoor hiking/camping store REI, but some company in China.
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Don and I have tested it and found it to work really well. When using it to drive the HiDes HV-100EH modulator, we encountered absolutely no drop-outs on the HDMI output.
We have flawless, instantaneous, switching between various HDMI sources. As a result,
Don and I now hope to do a redesign and rebuild of our Boulder DATV repeater to replace the old 2016 switch with this new Quad box / switch. It will require both hardware
rebuild and also a whole new software program for the repeater's Arduino micro-computer. At present, Don has figured out how to control it over RS-232. We will keep you
posted on the progress.
OREI also offers a lower cost ($32) 4 in / 1 out HDMI switch, model HD-401P, with the
added feature of PIP (i.e. Picture-in-Picture) to view simultaneously the other un--selected sources. Because it included PIP capability, I thought that it might also not have output drop-outs while switching. Thus, I gambled $32. I lost ! No different than all of
the other low cost HDMI switches. It too had drop-outs. Win some - Lose some ! It
had drop-outs during switching intervals. It did have PIP, but they were more like thumbnails images that were updated about once per second.

DATV Talk at DAYTON
Mel Whitten, K0PFX, of St. Louis, MO, gave a talk on DATV at this year's ARRL Dayton Hamvention. He has generously offered to share with others his power-point
slide show, complete with embedded videos. It is a large (275 MB) .pptx file and available from his dropbox.
https://www.dropbox.com/s/xmy4hrs8qm3gjsz/K0PFX%20DATV%20Dayton%20May
%202019.pptx?dl=0
Mel is the Guru behind the St. Louis DATV repeater, WD0FCH. 440 MHz in / 426 MHz
out, with 4 MHz band-width, DVB-T. Mel purchased Don's, NOYE, inter-digital, bandpass filters for use in their repeater. Mel has also given other talks about DVB-T at other
hamventions and on ham radio webcasts. Mel can be reached at k0pfx@arrl.net His
web site is: www.melwhitten.com
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5.8GHz FM-TV --- How Low ($) Can You Go ? !
On the Boulder ATV net on May 30th, Bill, AB0MY, showed off his latest purchase. A
complete 5.8GHz, FM-TV transmitter and companion receiver for only $30 ! ! ! The
specs. say it operates on 37 channels. Bill said about 5 of those channels are in the 5.8G
ham band. Both the transmitter and receiver had LED channel numeric displays. It is
for analog TV either NTSC or PAL. The specs. claim 600mW rf output power, a video
bandwidth of 8MHz and 6.5MH sound sub-carrier (SSC). Transmitter draws 200ma
from 7 to 16Vdc power source. The supplied antennas are claimed to have +2dBi gain.
The main downside is the antenna connectors are reverse polarity SMAs, thus a pair of
adapters would be required to use with any other antennas. I questioned Bill about the
600mW rf power spec. He admitted that he couldn't verify that. It has been my own
personal experience in the past with these el-cheapo, Chinese, FM-TV imports that they
rf power specs are extremely optimistic. Hey, even if only 100mW output, at $30 bucks
-- this is a real deal ! --- plus free shipping even thrown in with Amazon Prime. The
Amazon link is: https://www.amazon.com/AKK-TS832-RC832-Transmitter-Receiverx/dp/B01FXGQ2KC
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Car owner & co-driver, Dan Berg

In the previous issue of this newsletter, I reported that my
son-in-law, Mike McMynn, was going to be in the Baja-500, off-road, motor race, in
Baja, Mexico. He had recently asked me for help getting radio communications between
his race car and his pit crews, etc. The previous article focused on the low cost dual/band
radio and antennas I found for them. They ended up with half a dozen of them for the
various support vehicles, etc. The race was yesterday, June 1st. About 300 vehicles
were in the race in various classes. Motorcycles, trucks, dune-buggies, etc. In Mike's
class there were 17 cars. Mike placed 7th in his class completing the 500 mile course in
14 hours & 20 minutes. The fastest car in his class finished in 12 hrs, 15 mins. Five of
the cars in his class failed to even finish. Janet and I were able to follow Mike's progress
on the race course on the race organizer's web site: https://score-international.com/
Each car had a GPS Spot attached to it. Also on the web site, we were able to watch live
streaming of the start/finish line in Ensenada. We also were able to listen to the race communications which was also streamed over the internet. Mike's car started at 9am, with
the car owner, Dan Berg, driving. Mike took over driving at the 250 mile pit stop on
drove though the night finishing about 11pm. The above photos of the finish were taken
as we saw them being streamed over the internet.
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Another, Even Lower Cost, Dual-Band, Mobile Radio
In the previous issue, I discussed the low cost, 50 watt, 2m/70cm B-Tech model UV50X2, mobile radio. I was impressed enough with it, that I purchased for myself, it's lit tle brother, the model UV-25X2. The price for it is only $115 with free shipping from either direct from the manufacturer, or Amazon. The radio is advertised to put out 25
watts (high power) and 10 watts (low power). In the ham 2m & 70cm bands, I measured
23/12 w (2m) & 19/13 w (70cm). At 13.8Vdc, it's current draw was 3.1A/2.1A (2m)
and 3.4A/2.6A (70cm). With it's low current draw, this radio can be plugged directly into
your car's accessory, cigarette lighter, 12Vdc outlet. Thus, no special wiring direct to the
car's battery is required. It will both transmit and receive from 135 to 174MHz and also
400 to 512 MHz. Other than it's lower rf output power and smaller physical size, it is
identical in all other aspects to it's big brother, the UV-50X2. It can be programmed either manually or using a PC computer with the free program CHIRP. With it's extremely
small size ( 4" x 1.9" x 5" w-h-d ) and the low current draw and cigarette lighter cord,
plus a small, dual-band, mag. mount antenna -- this radio is an ideal for travelers for use
in a rental car. It also fits very nicely into a small niche in my Saab convertible's console.
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BOULDER ATV REPEATER HISTORY
by Jim Andrews, KH6HTV
Boulder, Colorado has had an amateur Television repeater
since the late 70s. Boulder hams, including myself, became
interested in amateur TV starting in 1974 when an inexpensive, small, partially solid-state, B&W TV camera
became available from a bankrupt company in Austria that
had come out with an early consumer grade video tape
recorder.
Most of the active TV hams then were also
members of the Rocky Mtn. VHF Society. The RMVHFS
had a 2 meter FM repeater (146.76MHz) then on Lee Hill,
north-west of Boulder. Under the sponsorship of RMVHFS,
I, Joe Woods AD0I, John Shafer, W0KWR, and Bob
O'Connell, WA0BAF, designed and built our first TV repeater and installed it at the
repeater site on Lee Hill. It was a 70cm repeater with the input on 439.25MHz and
the output on 421.25MHz. It used a single DB Products, DB-411, antenna with a
circulator (25dB isolation) and separate 6 MHz, interdigital, band-pass filters on the
receiver and transmitter. I designed and built the 10 watt transmitter and controller. Joe
built the receiver, John built the band-pass filters. Bob did the wiring of the controller.
This repeater was operational from about 1978 till 1981. It operated under the RMVHFS
club call sign, W0IA. During this era all ham TV was in black & white (B&W), as no
one could afford a color TV camera. In 1981, a new, powerful (10kW), FM broadcast
transmitter was installed at the Lee Hill site. The resultant RFI was so strong that we
were unable to keep it out of our repeater's circuit. Thus, we removed our TV repeater
from Lee Hill.
In 1980, I started my business, Picosecond Pulse Labs, and began working on it full time
in 1981. For the next ten years, I was too occupied with PSPL to devote any time to ham
radio or TV. The TV repeater sat in storage in my basement for the next ten years. TV
activity in Boulder died during this interval.
In the fall of 1989, Captains Bill McCaa, K0RZ, and Chuck Pringle, K0DGP, of the
Boulder County Sheriff's Department approached BCARES (Boulder County Amateur
Radio Emergency Services) and asked that BCARES provide TV services to the Boulder
Sheriff's department for major emergencies. They promised to provide financial and
other support for the project. At this time, I was the chairman of BCARES. Also at this
time, several camera companies, like Canon, etc. had come on the consumer market with
the new idea of camcorders. These combined in one relatively inexpensive, small, handheld package, both a color TV camera with a zoom lens and also an 8mm video cassette
recorder. Thus, with the new color camcorders and the support of the Boulder Sheriff,
BCARES accepted the TV challenge. We pulled out of storage our old 1970s vintage
TV repeater. The Sheriff arranged for us to install it in the City of Boulder's radio site in
Chautauqua Park, on the mountain side, about 800 ft. above the city of Boulder. The
Sheriff also purchased antennas, and hard line, coaxial cable and provided their radio
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technician to install the antennas using a city cherry-picker truck. We no longer had a
circulator, so when the repeater was installed at Chautauqua Park, we now used a pair of
DB-411 antennas, one for receive and the other for transmit. We had the repeater back
on the air by the summer of 1990.
At this time, Bill McCaa, also encouraged us to get the TV repeater frequency
coordinated with the CCARC ( www.ccarc.net ) to nail down the 421.25 MHz frequency
for our exclusive use. The CCARC was unwilling to give us frequency coordination for
an in-band 70 cm repeater. They gave us the 421.25 MHz output frequency, but insisted
that we must be a cross-band repeater with our input on the 23cm band. They assigned
us 1277.25 MHz as our input frequency. This was a very unfortunate assignment as the
third harmonic of the 70 cm transmitter's sound sub-carrier at 425.75 MHz was also
exactly 1277.25 MHz ! ! !
I was thus faced with the difficult task of adding a 23cm
receiver to the repeater and also suppressing dramatically the third harmonic from the
transmitter. I accomplished it, but not without a lot of effort. At this time, we also made
the decision to still retain the 70cm input capability at 439.25 MHz to support 70cm ATV
transmitters. Granted this was against the CCARC ruling, but we felt it was needed to
adequately support the Sheriff's dept. Thus our 70cm input was un-coordinated with the
state frequency coordinator. For remote control of the TV repeater, we used a simplex 2
meter channel with DTMF (touch-tones). In the normal stand-by mode, the repeater was
configured to receive on 23cm to comply with the CCARC frequency coordination.
Only for special BCARES operations, was it switched over to receive on 70cm. Most all
of BCARES's ATV equipment was for the 70cm band.
In 1991, we also saw the need to have a portable TV repeater to be able to adequately
cover forest fires in the mountains of Boulder County. The Chautauqua Park TV repeater
gave good coverage of the city of Boulder and the eastern plains portion of Boulder
County. It didn't give any coverage of the western mountains in the county, except for the
first ridge of foothills to the north. I thus, started a project to design and build a portable,
70 cm in/out, 10 watt TV repeater. I enlisted Rip Van Winkle, NV0M, to assist me with
the packaging of the repeater. We managed to cram all of the necessary electronics into a
small (12"w x 8"h x 12" d) enclosure. This portable ATV repeater has performed
flawlessly and is still in service to this day. It is stored in the BCARES equipment cache
at the county 911/EOC building.
The 1970s vintage repeater and transmitters used were my own design using a Motorola,
70cm brick amplifier. In the 1990s, all of the BCARES TV transmitters, including the
repeater transmitter, were made by PC Electronics ( www.hamtv.com ). We had both 1
watt and 10 watt transmitters. One watt for portable, back-pack service and ten watts for
mobile service. By the late 90s, we had added the capability for the repeater to receive
23cm FM-TV in addition to VUSB-TV. Over the succeeding years, I continued to make
improvements in the various components of the repeater, with several major rebuilds.
During most of this time, the repeater operated under my own personal call sign which
then was WA0NHD. In Dec. 2006, I changed my call sign to KH6HTV. This was done
because now in retirement I was living for half the year in Hawaii and half in Colorado.
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BCARES felt that a KH6 call was not appropriate for the TV repeater. We thus applied
for the vanity call sign, W0BCR, for BCARES, with myself as the trustee. From that
time on, the TV repeater operated under the call, W0BCR.
In 2012, we encountered a major problem with RFI on the repeater's 23cm input. It was
from a new FAA radar at the Denver airport operating on 1265-67MHz. I applied to the
CCARC for permission to move our input frequency from 1277.25MHz to the bottom
end of the 23cm band at 1240-1246MHz. The request was approved. With Don's,
N0YE, help we were able to come up with a suitable band-pass / notch filter for the 23cm
receiver which rejected the extremely powerful radar pulses which were clobbering our
receiver.
In 2014, I discovered DVB-T, digital TV and Hi-Des in Taiwan ( www.hides.com.tw ) as
a supplier. This made a major transformation in amateur TV in Boulder, Colorado.
BCARES right away adopted it for use in support of public safety. The University of
Colorado Police dept. funded the purchase of four complete DVB-T, portable,
transmitters with all necessary other equipment. Today (2019), almost all of the active
ATV hams in Boulder are now on high-definition (1080P), digital, DVB-T, television. In
the summer of 2016, I spent the whole summer designing and rebuilding the TV repeater
to make it a dual mode, analog & digital, TV repeater. It went back into service in the
fall of 2016.
In the next summer of 2017, BCARES was given notice by the City of Boulder that the
TV repeater had to be removed from the Chautauqua Park site. This was because the city
wanted to expand their own radio system and needed the rack space in the radio shack
and also the space on the tower for more of their own antennas. Since then the repeater
has been in a couple of temporary locations. It was first at my QTH and then on
Davidson Mesa at Roger & Naomi's QTH ( K0IHX & KD0PDZ ). Neither site gave as
good coverage as the Chautauqua site. A search was on for a better site. A proposal was
made to the Boulder Amateur Radio Club ( BARC ) to use their site and 70cm antenna.
Their repeaters were located on a high mesa, south-west of the city of Boulder. BARC
agreed subject to approval from the CCARC for the move. Approval was obtained from
the CCARC in Jan. 2018. The TV repeater has now been moved from Davidson Mesa to
the new site. From it's new location, it now has even better coverage than it had at the
Chautauqua Park site. It covers a good portion of the Denver metro area, the eastern half
of Boulder County, and extends out into Arapahoe, Weld and Larimer counties. It
reaches out east 35 miles to the Denver International Airport and north 77 miles all the
way to the Wyoming border, just south of Cheyenne.
At this same time, BCARES informed us that they no longer wanted to be associated with
the TV repeater. Thus, the repeater is now operating under my own personal call sign,
KH6HTV, with myself as the trustee. It thus no longer has any ARES affiliation.
However, it is still available for use by BCARES for any emergency operations.

